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Buying a projection screen is quite intriguing in these days due to the availability of so many
premium quality screens. Each of them has their own unique features. As a buyer, it becomes really
difficult to decide which one of them to buy. You need to consider various consider before buying
the projection screen. Your budget, the site of its use and the space you can provide it are the key
factors in deciding your type of screen.

	

There are, in general, two types of fabrics used in the creation of the projection screens. If you
supervise it randomly, you wonâ€™t be able to find any difference between it and any regular colored
plastic sheet. It is impossible to detect such changes for any novice. In reality, they are poles apart.
They have better reflecting capacities and thus can present the pictures to the viewers with better
contrast feature. They are tested multiple times by the manufacturers before launching to the market
to give the customers stunning pictures with unrivaled detailing i.e. viewing pleasure and getting
their money's worth.

	

The first of the projection screens are the Fiberglass Matt White Projection Screen. White vinyl is
used as the reflective surface whereas the lamination is done with fiberglass. Matt white is used as
it helps in the proper diffusion of light equally in all directions. This helps the viewers to watch clear
pictures from any angle and from any distance. Another variety is the Glass Beaded Projection
Screens..

	

There is one more variety called the Vinyl Projection Screen which is devoid of any sort of backing
and is made of 100% vinyl. Its dominant features are its consistent flat surface and superb contrast.
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For more information on a projection screens, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a projection screen!
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